A new approach to authorship: Institutions must decide Well done for being brave enough to challenge the status quo and taking on powerful vested interests. 1 Don Quixote or The Terminator? Time will tell.
Embroiled recently in my first authorial dispute (and I truly hope the very last) I now see how difficult all of this can be. But it absolutely does not have to be that way. In order to improve the current system, we will all (contributors, authors, editors) need to work together in an open and transparent way.
Here are my suggestions:
(a) A 'guarantor' author is appointed to adjudge and arbitrate over submitted material and authorships, so assuming all of the responsibility to ensure the correctness and probity of the data/ results/presentation, including the presence and positioning of all authors involved. (b) Journals must insist on a contributions/attributions audit being submitted with the first draft of every article. Each author on the manuscript will have had to have indicated their particular contributions, and these statements will need to be explicitly verified by the guarantor author on manuscript submission.
Disputes about authorship and positioning would therefore arise and have to be solved within the institution submitting the work, not at the journals the work is submitted to. This is fundamental as journals cannot properly ascertain the facts after the event.
The minimum possible standard for authorial inclusion would be both (1) a material contribution to the collection, analysis and presentation of the manuscript material and (2) reading, critiquing and explicitly approving the manuscript for submission to the journal.
What I am proposing is not revolution, merely evolution -and something fairly easily accommodated into current practice.
I agree with you, Dr Abbasi. This area urgently needs attention and revision. A new approach to authorship: A farce since the dawn of time
The authorship issue has been a farce since the dawn of medical writing, simply because there are many in the medical profession who are unable to produce original work or synthesize texts attractive enough for publication; yet they are very good clinicians and are assets for their institutions. Accordingly, the ghost authorship arises and the process becomes selfexplanatory. I personally do not understand the logic behind a stringent authorship criteria for qualification as an author. 1 What is more important for the industry? Is it a good scientist or a clinician, or rather a person with good imagination, application and excellent writing skills? Again, who is more important, a person with excellent surgical skills, or the one who has efficiently mastered the skills for passing a study through an Institutional Review Board, or obtain fat grants? Who came first -was it the clinician or the author? Only few of us are innovators. The combination of the above in a single person is not so common. So why not combine different people different skills?
I fail to understand the harm in including a person's name who may have contributed even intellectually in a study, or in preparation of a manuscript. One or two people always do the main job. Why not frame a policy to recognize their work in a way which is slightly better than at present? They may be given more credentials as principal authors through some policy which adequately defines and recognizes their contribution.
The pressure of 'publish or perish' can have devastating effects. The more stringent the law, the more dubious is the style to bypass it. It is time we understand the basic problem and adjust. In my opinion, a fair policy which recognizes the principal author is a better way to calibrate his credential rather than imposing sanctions for authorship on the other members of the team.
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None declared A new approach to authorship: Shared responsibility and shared credit I agree that all valuable input should be acknowledged by authorship, from technical to inspirational. The issue is the inclusion of undeserving authors that manipulate the system to claim authorship and the more generous situation of helping someone along in their career. Perhaps a situation in which all authors are assigned a percentage for their contribution would be more appropriate (and quantitative). Authors providing the funding to support the research may remove their contribution and authorship if an amicable distribution of credit is not agreed.
With respect to referees, we all have shoddy feedback that is unsubstantiated (or worse). It is time that referees are paid for their professional services, but at the same time, as these are professional assessments, I do not see the justification for maintaining their anonymity. However, I do see very good reason for keeping the anonymity of the authors and their institute until the reviewing procedure is complete. This is entirely irrelevant, or it should be! What can be fairer than a paid professional assessment of work conducted by unknown scientists and the credit for the work assigned by the authors?
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